ABSTRACT: This paper investigates a leakage fault problem for a MIMO nonlinear five-tank system which is a benchmark experimental facility for research purpose in industrial process control domain. A Teamwork Fault Detection Scheme (TFDS) is proposed in this note. In this scheme, two fault detectors (FDs) are designed. Each FD monitors three tanks, while sharing a tank. In order to avoid the consensus-less or non-cooperative case in traditional fault detection scheme, the presented FDs in this paper can be allowed to exchange their captured system information in the process of fault detection, so that the capability of fault detection is greatly improved. It is mainly due to a fact that the designed FDs don't run independently, but take the way of cooperation with more diagnostic knowledge. Moreover, the derivation of rigorous analytical results for the fault detectability is given. Finally, simulation results are given to show the effectiveness of the provided scheme.
INTRODUCTION
The need for increased productivity has led to more challenging operating conditions for many modern industrial systems. Such conditions increase the possibility of system faults. A fault can be regarded as the distinct deviation of system structure, system character or system parameter that leads to undesired behavior of the whole system [1] , thus making it necessary to design suitable fault diagnosis schemes. In recent years, there has been a lot of research activity in the design and analysis of fault diagnosis schemes for different classes of dynamic systems [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Most of the existing fault diagnosis methods can be generally classified into two main categories, qualitative analysis approaches and quantitative analysis approaches. For detailed information on the basic ideas, the main academic progress and typical applications of each method, one can refer to the survey paper [9] . In [10] , a fault diagnosis realization method is illustrated for linear analog circuit system. While under the consideration of packet-dropout compensation and time-varying delay, Jiang S. and Fang H. J. [11] propose a robust fault detection scheme for networked control system with nonlinear disturbances and so on.
Recently, some fault-tolerant methods have been applied to multi-tank system benchmarks. In [12] , for a four-tank system, fault-tolerant methods are implemented by a command governor controller. Mata-Machuca J.L. [13] discussed the fault diagnosis problem, some new properties are found using the left invertibility condition through the concept of differential output rank. Whereas, Zhou D. H. etc. [14] investigates the leakage fault diagnosis problem for a physical internet-based three-tank system. In [15] , He X. gives some fault diagnosis results for internet-based three-tank system.
However, most of reported results are obtained to solve the fault diagnosis problem for traditional systems. Less work has been done in cooperation fault diagnosis method. In this paper, a teamwork fault detection scheme is developed for five-tank system, which is a benchmark experimental facility for research purpose for the processing and aerospace industries. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the modeling of five-tank system. Section 3 proposes a teamwork fault detection scheme. Section 4 reports some simulation results. Finally, in section 5, some conclusions are drawn.
MODELING OF FIVE-TANK SYSTEM
As we know, system model is established according to the system mechanism and law of system movement. It can not only reflect the relationship between system input variables and output variables, but also do the relationship between system states and input variables or output variables. Using the method of mechanism modeling, we have to make a deep analysis and research on system. Especially, in practice several interesting systems are large-scale and their dynamics are very complex and spatially distributed, such as the well-known power generation and distribution systems, telecommunication networks systems, water distribution network systems, traffic networks systems and so on.
For these complex systems, it is very difficult to obtain some satisfactory results. However we can get a detailed description about the considered system. By the system decomposition, we still can get the model of system. This is mainly due to the fact that the mathematical model has the clear physical meanings, high accuracy and strong adaptability.
In this section, we will introduce the modeling problem of tank. The plant is called a five-tank system， which is frequently used as a benchmark nonlinear system for evaluating fault detection and diagnosis or fault tolerant control algorithm. It is necessary for five-tank system to establish its mathematical model. Based on this model, we can discuss its fault diagnosis method and research on its control strategy, which has important guiding significance for the process control system in industrial production. However, most of reported results are only obtained in the context of three-tank system or four-tank system, whereas, less work has been done in five-tank system. Specifically, the structure of five-tank system in this paper is shown in Figure 1 . It consists of five cylindrical tanks and two pumps. Every tank is interconnected by pipe with unitary outflow coefficient c, whereas the cross section of tank and pipe is denoted by A and S, respectively. The tank levels are xi, i=1,…,5. Moreover the supplying flow rates coming from pump1 and 2 are described by u 1 and Five-tank system is characterized by the following mathematical expression
Where, T is the sampling time of the tank discrete-time model, η i represents the uncertainty in equations. It may be caused by several factors such as external disturbances, the possible discretization error and so on.
It is worth noting that some prior knowledge on five-tank system can be available. Generally speaking, the model uncertainty η i in the above equations is bounded by some known constants, i.e.
 
Where, i  is known constant bound, while k=0,1,….. The above inequality (2) characterizes the range of model uncertainties. In the fault diagnosis literature, there are some main approaches for representing model uncertainty. In the first approach, which we will refer to as decoupling approach, the model uncertainty is assumed to be structured, i.e. of the form ηi(k)= Ew(k), where E is the distribution matrix, and w(k) denotes an unknown function. This structured model of uncertainty allows the decoupling of faults from modeling uncertainty using linear or non-linear state transformations. In the second method, which we will refer to as bounding approach, the model uncertainty is unstructured but bounded by some known constant just as i  in (2).
The bound i  is used to derive thresholds for distinguishing between the effect of a fault and the effect of model uncertainty in next section.
TEAMWORK FAULT DETECTION SCHEME (TFDS)
In this section, a TFDS is provided for five-tank system. We consider two fault detectors (FDs). 
is higher than the corresponding threshold   e k , then the occurrence of fault will be detected by FD.
Our objective is to discuss the possibility of cooperation in the process of fault detection for shared tank 3. In fact, two fault detectors can exchange personal information via suitable and fault-free communication links after they are activated. When FD1 monitors five-tank system, FD2 delivers its captured information to FD1, whereas when FD2 detects the fault of system, FD1 provides its help. In this case, the fault decisions regarding the health of five-tank system can be given.
It is worth noting that the presented TFDS can enhance the capability of detecting faults in process of fault diagnosis. This is mainly due to the fact that two FDs can share their knowledge about five-tank system. Specific details are discussed in following contents.
For the sake of simplicity, the original equations (1) of five-tank system are written as the following form 
Where, fi(k), i=1,…,5 represents the nonlinear function of state xi and input u i in equation (1) . Let
In the following, we consider the state estimate   
It must be stressed that the equation of state estimator for tank 3 is designed as the following expression.
Where, 0≤λ<1, ˆi x and ˆi X represent the estimate of x i and X i , respectively, while 
It is worth noting that the minor fault cannot be undetectable if the model uncertainty causes an estimation error small enough. In other words, the error , then it will be detected at time k2 that is
Proof when a fault occurs at time k 0 , the third state equation in (3) is modified as
is a nonlinear function of state xi(k) and input ui(k). Now, we consider the dynamics of estimation error e k e k  , that is a fault will be detected. So the above theorem is proved.
SIMULATION RESULTS
In simulation, the tank initial levels are x1(0) = 1.8m, x2(0)= 1.6m, x3(0)= 1m, x4(0)= 0.8m and x5(0)= 0.5m. With regards to modeling uncertainties, a 3% and 4% inaccuracy in S and c has been considered. Two FDs are designed. Each monitors three tanks, while sharing the third tank. The simulation results are given as follows. At time t 0 =20s, we introduce a leakage fault in tank 3. The actual level changes and estimate are shown in Figure 2 -6. When the fault occurs, there is sharp drop in tank 3 level as shown in Figure 4 . The estimate is given by FD1 or FD2, because they share tank 3. Moreover, the curves of residual and threshold are drawn in Figure 7 and Figure 8 . It can be seen that the fault cannot be detected without teamwork by FD1 or FD2 in Figure 7 , whereas, it can be detected with teamwork by FD1 and FD2 in Figure 8 . This is due to a fact that the more information about tanks can be obtained by adopting cooperation.
CONCLUSIONS
With the help of cooperation concept, a teamwork fault detection scheme is proposed. It improves greatly the capability of detecting fault, due to receiving more diagnostic information about system. Note that the principle of the proposed teamwork fault detection method for five-tank system may apply to more general complex system. This will be the focus in further study. 
